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Abstract

We present Twin Answer Sentences Attack001
(TASA), a novel question answering (QA) ad-002
versarial attack method that produces fluent003
and grammatical adversarial contexts while004
maintaining its gold answers. Despite phenom-005
enal progresses on general adversarial attacks,006
few works have investigated the vulnerability007
and adversarial attack specifically for QA. In008
this work, we first investigate the biases in the009
existing models and discover that they heav-010
ily rely on keyword matching and ignore the011
relevant entities from the question. TASA ex-012
plores the two biases above and attacks the013
target model in two folds: (1) lowering the014
model’s confidence on the gold answer with a015
perturbed answer sentence; (2) misguiding the016
model towards a wrong answer with a distract-017
ing answer sentence. Equipped with designed018
beam search and filtering methods, TASA is019
able to attack the target model efficiently while020
sustaining the quality of contexts. Extensive021
experiments on four QA datasets and human022
evaluations demonstrate that TASA generates023
substantial-high-quality attacks than existing024
textual adversarial attack methods.025

1 Introduction026

Question Answering (QA) is the cornerstone of027

various NLP tasks. In extractive QA (the most028

common setting), given a question and an associ-029

ated context, a QA model conducts reasoning on030

the context and predict the answer (Rajpurkar et al.,031

2016). Most works keep improving the answer cor-032

rectness on benchmarks (Seo et al., 2017; Devlin033

et al., 2019), while few studies investigate the ro-034

bustness of QA models, e.g., is the performance035

achieved by sound reasoning or via shortcuts? Al-036

though adversarial attacks attract growing interests037

in computer vision (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Zhao038

et al., 2018) and recently in NLP (Ren et al., 2019;039

Li et al., 2021), most of them study general tasks040

without taking into account the special properties041

of QA. The vulnerability and biases of QA models 042

can lead to catastrophic failures outside the bench- 043

mark datasets. And an effective way to study them 044

is through adversarial attacks specifically designed 045

for QA tasks. 046

Generating adversarial textual examples is a chal- 047

lenging task due to the discrete syntactic restriction, 048

especially on QA, where the additional relationship 049

between question and context should be further 050

considered. Existing works such as AddSent and 051

Human-in-loop (Jia and Liang, 2017; Wallace et al., 052

2019b) rely on human annotators to create effec- 053

tive adversarial QA examples, which are costly and 054

hard to scale. A few studies (Gan and Ng, 2019; 055

Wang et al., 2020; Wallace et al., 2019a) study to 056

generate adversarial QA examples automatically. 057

But they only perturb either the context or the ques- 058

tion separately and thus break their consistency. 059

Moreover, the major pitfalls of QA models’ de- 060

tailed reasoning process are not fully investigated, 061

leading to the difficulty of producing powerful ad- 062

versarial attacks. 063

In this paper, we develop an adversarial attack 064

specifically targeting two biases of mainstream QA 065

models: (1) keywords matching in the answer sen- 066

tence of contexts; and (2) ignorance of the enti- 067

ties shared between the question and context. Our 068

method, Twin Answer Sentences Attack (TASA), 069

automatically produces blackbox adversarial at- 070

tacks (Papernot et al., 2017) perturbing a context 071

without hurting its fluency or changing the gold 072

answer. TASA firstly allocates the answer sentence 073

in the context that is decisive for answering (Chen 074

and Durrett, 2019) and then modify it into two sen- 075

tences targeting the two biases above: one sentence 076

preserves the gold answer and the meaning but 077

replace the keywords with their synonyms; while 078

the other leaves the keywords and the syntactic 079

structure intact but changes the entities (subjects 080

or objects) associated with the answer. Thereby, 081

the former is a perturbed answer sentence (PAS) 082
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Context c : … On 17 May 1899, Tesla moved to 

Colorado Springs …very thick and noisy. He 

investigated atmospheric electricity, observing 

lightning signals via his receivers. He stated that… 

Question q : What kind of electricity 

was Tesla investigating?

Answer a : atmospheric

Answer sentence: Tesla investigated atmospheric 

electricity, observing lightning signals via his receivers.

Perturbed answer sentence (PAS): Tesla looked into 

atmospheric electrical energy, observing lightning signals 

via his receivers.

Distracting answer sentence (DAS): Charlie investigated 

static electricity, observing noticeable phenomenon via 

his receivers.

Answer sentence: Tesla investigated atmospheric 

electricity, observing lightning signals via his receivers.

Adversarial Context c' : …very thick and noisy. Tesla looked into atmospheric electrical energy, observing lightning signals 

via his receivers. He stated that… Charlie investigated static electricity, observing noticeable phenomenon via his receivers.

(2) Perturb the answer 
sentence

(1)Remove 
coreferences

Edit entities, nouns 

investigatedelectricity

investigated

electricity

Charlie

?

atmospheric

static

(3) Add a distracting 
answer sentence

Edit keywords 

Figure 1: An example of TASA generating adversarial context C ′. Underlined parts indicate keywords. Orange
indicates gold answer or pseudo answer. Other colors indicate tokens for perturbation, distracting, or coreferences.

lowering the focus of the model on the gold answer,083

while the latter generates a distracting answer sen-084

tence (DAS) as (Jia and Liang, 2017) to further085

misguide the model towards a wrong answer with086

respect to irrelevant entities. Therefore, the resulted087

adversarial context can substantially distort the QA088

model reasoning without changing the answer for089

humans. To address the challenge of efficiency and090

textual fluency, we further propose specific beam091

search and filtering techniques empowered by pre-092

trained language models.093

In experiments, we evaluate TASA and other094

textual adversarial attack methods on attacking095

two popular contextulized QA models, BERT (De-096

vlin et al., 2019) and BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017),097

on four extractive QA datasets, i.e., SQuAD 1.1,098

SQuAD 2.0, NewsQA, and NaturalQuestions (Ra-099

jpurkar et al., 2016, 2018; Trischler et al., 2017;100

Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). Experimental results101

and human evaluations consistently show that102

TASA achieves higher attack efficiency and success103

rate than other baselines and meanwhile preserves104

the textual quality and gold answers identifiable by105

humans. We further analyze the effectiveness of106

each component in TASA via ablation studies. Our107

contributions are three-fold:108

• We propose a novel adversarial attack method109

“TASA” specifically designed to fool extractive QA110

models but retain the gold answers for humans.111

• We study the biases and vulnerability of QA mod-112

els that motivate TASA and demonstrate that those113

models heavily rely on keywords matching while114

ignoring their contextual relation to critical entities.115

• Experiments on four QA benchmark datasets and116

two types of victim models demonstrate that TASA117

significantly outperforms existing textual attack118

baselines on attack performance, as well as its ca-119

pability to preserve textual quality and answers.120

2 Reasoning bias in Question Answering 121

Recent works show that state-of-the-art natural lan- 122

guage inference models often overly rely on certain 123

keywords as shortcuts to predict the label (Wallace 124

et al., 2019a; Sinha et al., 2021). In the empirical 125

study of this section, current QA models consis- 126

tently exhibit such bias on the sensitive words in 127

the context without leveraging the contextual rela- 128

tionship for reasoning. 129

We analyze two mainstream QA models with 130

contextualized reasoning capabilities, BERT (De- 131

vlin et al., 2019) and BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017) 132

(more details in §4), on the samples from 133

SQuAD1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). Both mod- 134

els are trained on the original SQuAD1.1 and then 135

evaluated on different samples modified from the 136

validation set. We define the sentence in the con- 137

text that contains the gold answer as the answer 138

sentence. Since it is the key for answer predic- 139

tion (Chen and Durrett, 2019), we first compare 140

the results of QA models on the original sample 141

(Context + Question) with the results on (marked as 142

“Answer sent. + Question”) To investigate the bias 143

on sensitive words, we further examine QA models 144

on samples with various types of sensitive words in 145

the answer sentence (1) either removed (marked as 146

“Remove”) or (2) only retained (marked as “Only”). 147

Three types of sensitive words are considered: 148

(1) Entities. Named entities shared between the 149

answer sentence and the question. 150

(2) Lexical words (lexical.). with lexical mean- 151

ings (excluding all named entities) shared between 152

the answer sentence and question. They cover the 153

words with POS tags of NOUN, VERB, ADJ, etc. 154

(3) Function words (func.). Words that do not 155

have lexical meaning but are shared between the 156

answer sentence and the question. They include 157

words with POS tags of DET, ADP, PRON, etc. 158
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Answer sentence: The annual NFL Experience was held at the 
Moscone Center located in San Francisco.

The annual NFL Experience was held at 
the located in San Francisco.

Remove entities

Only entities Moscone Center San Francisco.

Remove lexical.

Only lexical.

The annual NFL Experience held at the 
Moscone Center in San Francisco.

Was located San Francisco.

Remove func.

Only func.

The annual NFL Experience was held at 
Moscone Center located San Francisco.

The in San Francisco.

Question: In what city is the Moscone Center located?

Figure 2: Remove or only retain (Only) different types
of sensitive words, the answer is underlined and kept.

Model BERT BiDAF

EM F1 EM F1

Context + Question 80.91 88.23 65.72 75.97
Answer sent. + Question +2.79 +2.87 +3.27 +4.37

Remove entities -0.51 -0.89 +0.81 +0.02
Only entities -21.71 -14.29 -26.77 -16.74

Remove lexical. -16.77 -15.80 -17.70 -17.46
Only lexical. -4.65 -1.16 +0.46 +3.50

Remove func. -2.65 -1.42 -3.34 -2.26
Only func. -22.20 -20.26 -18.92 -18.94

Table 1: EM and F1 scores of BERT and BiDAF mod-
els on different modified samples compared to results
on the original samples (Context + Question).

When modifying the answer sentence, we only159

remove or retain these three types of sensitive160

words except the gold answer words. And we keep161

the rest context intact. As shown in Figure 2, the162

modified sentences are unreadable and difficult to163

infer its true meaning from human perspective.164

Table 1 compares the evaluation metrics of165

QA models on different types of modifications.166

Given the answer-sentence-only context, the167

EM and F1 of both both BERT and BiDAF are168

improved, indicating that they mainly rely on169

the answer sentence and almost ignore the rest170

of context. Moreover, while removing entities171

or function words cause little difference on the172

metrics, removing lexical words leads to 20% ∼173

30% performance drop. In addition, both models174

perform surprisingly satisfactory when keeping175

only lexical words in answer sentences, comparing176

to the 30% ∼ 60% drop when keeping only the177

entities or function words. These results suggest178

that both models heavily rely on the token-level179

(not contextual) information of lexical words from180

the question, i.e., keywords in the context.181

The above observations implies a pitfall of QA182

models that we can leverage to design an effi-183

cient adversarial attack specifically for QA. Can we184

lower the model’s attention on the gold answer and185

then misguide it to incorrect answers by manipulat-186

ing sensitive keywords in the context? The answer187

is affirmative: we show that the model predictions 188

can be shifted to crafted wrong answers in §4.3? 189

3 Methodology 190

We propose an adversarial attack method for QA, 191

Twin Answer Sentences Attack (TASA), which 192

automatically produces black-box attacks solely 193

based on the final output of the victim QA model 194

F (·). Given a typical QA sample composed of 195

a context c, a question q, and an answer a, we 196

study how to perturb the context c as c′ to form 197

an adversarial example (c′, q, a) that can fool F (·) 198

towards producing an incorrect answer F (c′, q) 6= 199

a, while c′ retains the correct answer a that can be 200

identified by humans. We only modify the context 201

(conditioned on q and a) and keep all tokens in the 202

question q intact in order to make sure that A is still 203

a valid answer of q, because editing q can easily 204

change its meaning and the gold answer due to its 205

simple syntactic structure. Therefore, we left the 206

adversarial perturbation of q to the future work. 207

TASA can be summarized as three main steps: 208

(1) Remove coreferences in the context to facil- 209

itate the following edits; (2) Perturb the answer 210

sentence by replacing keywords (overlapped lexi- 211

cal words discussed in §2) with synonyms to pro- 212

duce a perturbed answer sentence (PAS), lowering 213

the model’s focus on the gold answer; (3) Add a 214

distracting answer sentence (DAS) that keeps the 215

keywords intact but changes the associated entities 216

(subjects or objects) to misguide the model for pro- 217

ducing a wrong answer. Figure 1 illustrates how 218

the three steps are applied. Algorithm 1 gives the 219

complete procedure of TASA. 220

3.1 Remove Coreferences 221

Coreference relations across sentences commonly 222

exist in texts (Hobbs, 1979) and also bring extra 223

challenges to word-level or sentence-level adver- 224

sarial attacks. For example, in a sentence “His 225

patented AC induction motor were licensed”, “His” 226

refers to “Nikola Tesla’s” according to the whole 227

context. However, given the single sentence, it is 228

hard to precisely allocate candidates for replacing 229

“his” as it is a pronoun. Instead, we remove the 230

coreference by replacing such pronouns with the 231

entity names they refer to, e.g., specific persons 232

or locations, so we can edit them directly without 233

considering complicated coreference. 234
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3.2 Perturb the Answer Sentence235

According to former analysis, the answer sentence236

is the most important part of context c for QA tasks237

and QA models mainly focus on it by keyword238

matching. Hence, we first study how to obtain a239

perturbed answer sentence (PAS) by only perturb-240

ing those keywords instead of changing the whole241

context. Given the gold answer a, we first allocate242

the answer sentence sa in c. In TASA, we use the243

text matching to search for sa that contains text a.244

Determine the keywords to perturb. As dis-245

cussed in §2, QA models mainly rely on keywords246

to generate predictions. Hence, to produce more ef-247

fective attacks, we directly perturb those keywords248

rather than random tokens in previous works (Ren249

et al., 2019). We adopt three criteria to select to-250

kens of sa into the keyword set X : (1) they are251

not included in the answer span a so perturbations252

do not change the answer; and (2) each keyword253

shares the same lemma with a token in the question254

q; and (3) each keyword’s POS tag is included in a255

POS tag set K for lexical words, e.g., NOUN, ADJ.256

Rank keywords by importance. Following pre-257

vious works (Jin et al., 2020), we rank keywords258

in X according to their importance scores in the259

descending order. Given the original context c and260

answer a, the importance score Ii of xi ∈ X is261

Ii = Fa(c, q)− Fa(mask(c, xi), q), (1)262

where Fa(·, ·) denotes the probability of the gold263

answer a predicted by the victim model F (·, ·),264

mask(c, xi) is c modified by replacing a to-265

ken xi with a special mask symbol, e.g., for266

c = ..xi−1, xi, xi+1.., mask(c, xi) = ..xi−1, <267

mask >, xi+1... Finally, we obtain a ranked set268

X ′ of keywords .269

Generate perturbed answer sentence (PAS).270

Following the order in X ′, we edit each keyword271

xi ∈ X ′ one after another. Specifically, we re-272

place xi with its synonym rj from a synonym set273

R by transforming the inflection of rj as same as274

xi, e.g., we change “Tesla investigated...” to “Tesla275

looked into...” where “investigated” is a keyword276

and “look into” is one of its synonyms.277

The synonym set R is obtained by unioniz-278

ing two sources, i.e., (1) WordNet synonym279

dictionary (Fellbaum, 2010) and (2) PPDB 2.0280

dataset (Pavlick et al., 2015). Since the later is a281

paraphrase dataset, we use token-level paraphrase282

pairs as synonyms (Mrkšic et al., 2016) for xi.283

Thereby, multiple PASs can be generated when284

editing each keyword if the size ofR is more than 285

one. We only retain top few of them by a beam 286

search and filtering strategy (as elaborated in §3.4) 287

to attack the target model efficiently. 288

3.3 Add a Distracting Answer Sentence 289

PAS replaces the keywords with their synonyms. 290

While it does not change the actual meaning, it will 291

distract the model, which mainly relies on keyword 292

matching, away from PAS containing the gold an- 293

swer. In the following, we further add a distracting 294

answer sentence (DAS) at the end of the context in 295

a similar manner as previous works (Jia and Liang, 296

2017; Wallace et al., 2019a). Collaborating with 297

PAS generated above, DAS additionally misguides 298

models to an incorrect answer due to the keywords 299

matching pitfall studied in §2. In particular, DAS 300

is modified from the answer sentence sa as well: 301

it changes the subjects/objects but keeps the key- 302

words intact which can lead to the answer. Hence, 303

models relying on keyword matching will focus 304

on DAS and produce incorrect answers regarding 305

wrong subjects/objects. 306

Determine the tokens to edit. Similar to GAS, 307

the first step of generating DAS is to select a set 308

Y of tokens from the sa as the candidates of sub- 309

jects/objects that will be edited. In TASA, each 310

selected token y ∈ Y need to meet all the follow- 311

ing criteria: (1) y ∈ sa; (2) y /∈ X so the keywords 312

are preserved; (3) y /∈ a (as we will process the 313

answer tokens separately); (4) y is a named entity 314

or its POS tag is NOUN. The goal of (4) is to ex- 315

tract and change the subjects/objects to produce 316

a pseudo answer sentence that contains incorrect 317

answers. We do not use a syntactic parser to locate 318

the subjects/objects as we find it to be empirically 319

less accurate than POS tag. 320

Generate distracting answer sentence (DAS). 321

Similar to PAS, we edit each yi ∈ Y to obtain 322

a DAS. Specifically, we replace each yi with a 323

token/phrase of the same entity/noun type, e.g., 324

“Tesla investigated...” can be modified to “Charlie 325

investigated...” since both “Tesla” and “Charlie” 326

are persons. In principle, (1) if yi is a named entity, 327

we randomly sample N different entities with the 328

same NER tag as the candidates from the whole 329

corpus to replace yi; (2) otherwise, we randomly 330

sample N nouns with the same hypernym as yi 331

from the corpus. Hence, multiple DASs can be 332

generated and we use the beam search strategy to 333

only choose top few of them. 334
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Change the answer in DAS. Since the main pur-335

pose of DAS is to misguide the model to a wrong336

answer, we replace the text of the original answer in337

DAS with a pseudo answer a′. Entirely removing338

the original answer from DAS also helps to remove339

ambiguity of the answer for humans. Specifically,340

we replace every lexical token of a in DAS with341

one of false answer token candidates that share the342

same NER tags or POS tags, which are randomly343

sampled from the whole corpus. Likewise, this pro-344

cedure results in multiple a′ and thus a beam search345

based filtering is necessary for efficiency purpose.346

3.4 Beam Search and Filtering347

Beam search. When editing each word in gener-348

ating PAS and DAS, there usually exist multiple349

replacement candidates, resulting in multiple per-350

turbed sentences. In order to obtain the one that351

has the greatest potential leading to a successful352

attack, and to improve the attack’s efficiency, we353

apply a beam search strategy defined based on the354

effect score En for each perturbed sentence sn.355

En = Fa(c, q)− Fa(edit(c, sn), q), (2)356

where edit denotes the context c modified by sn:357

(1) if sn is a PAS, it replaces the original sa in c;358

(2) if sn is a DAS, it is added to the end of c. These359

candidate sentences will be ranked by En in the360

descending order and only the top M (beam size)361

are retained for the next edit step. Beam search362

stops if (1) no more token needs to be modified or363

(2) the minimum effect score after beam search is364

higher than a threshold TE that ensures sufficient365

performance drop. TASA runs beam search for366

PAS and then beam search for DAS sequentially to367

generate the adversarial context c′.368

Filtering by textual quality. To ensure high tex-369

tual quality and label preservation of the generated370

adversarial context, TASA applies a filtering pro-371

cedure on the M PASs achieved in beam search.372

In particular, we firstly use a model FJ to justify373

whether the question q is answerable given the gen-374

erated context edit(c, sn), where sn is a PAS (FJ375

is a pretrain model fine-tuned on both answerable376

and unanswerable samples, refer to Appendix A.2377

for details). Only those contexts classified as an-378

swerable will be remained. We then compute the379

remained contexts’ textual quality index in terms380

of semantic similarity and fluency:381

Un = USE(sn, sa)− PPL(sn)/PPL(sa), (3)382

where USE denotes the USE similarity (Cer et al., 383

2018) between two sentences and PPL denotes the 384

perplexity computed by a GPT2 model (Radford 385

et al., 2019). Only sn fulfilling Un ≥ TU (TU as a 386

threshold) are retained for beam search. 387

Algorithm 1 TASA
Input: a QA sample (c, q, a), a victim model F (·)
Output: an adversarial context c′ to fool F (·)
1: Remove coreferences in c;
2: Extract answer sentence sa from c based on a;
3: X ′ ← keywords in sa and rank them by Ii in Eq. 1;
4: P ← {sa} (initialize a set of one item sa)
5: for 1 ≤ i ≤ |X ′| do
6: U ← a set of PASs, each perturbs xi of an item in P;
7: P ←M items in U with the highest En in Eq. 2;
8: if minimum En in P ≥ TE then break;
9: end if

10: end for
11: P ← PASs in P filtered by FJ and Un in Eq. 3;
12: C ← a set of contexts, each cj modified by a PAS in P;
13: Y ← a set of tokens in sa, to be edited for DAS;
14: D ← a set of {(sj , cj)}, each context cj ∈ C is associ-

ated with a DAS sj initialized as sa;
15: for 1 ≤ i ≤ |Y| do
16: U ← a set of DAS, each editing yi in sj from D;
17: D ←M items in U with the highest En in Eq. 2;
18: end for
19: Change the answer tokens in sj of all items in D;
20: (sb, cb)← The item in D with the highest En in Eq. 2;
21: c′ ← add DAS sb to the end of context cb;
22: return c′;

4 Experiments 388

Datasets. We evaluate the QA adversarial at- 389

tacks generated by TASA using 4 extractive 390

QA datasets: SQuAD 1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 391

2016), SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018), 392

NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2017), and Natural Ques- 393

tions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). We use the 394

settings of MRQA (Fisch et al., 2019) for the latter 395

two datasets and remove unanswerable samples in 396

SQuAD 2.0 as they are outside the scope of the 397

adversarial attack type studied in this paper (see 398

Appendix A.4 for their statistics). We report re- 399

sults on their dev sets, as not all their test sets are 400

publicly available. 401

Victim models. We attack two QA models, i.e., 402

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and BiDAF (Seo et al., 403

2017), in experiments. The former one is a fine- 404

tuned QA model on top of pretrained BERTbase that 405

has benefited from a huge corpus and already has 406

shown its superiority on many NLP applications. 407

The latter is an end2end model based on LSTM 408

and bidirectional attention specially designed for 409

extractive QA. Both of them predict the start and 410

end position of the answer span in context. 411
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Victim model BERT BiDAF

Dataset method EM↓ F1↓ GErr↓ PPL↓ Num EM↓ F1↓ GErr↓ PPL↓ Num

SQuAD
1.1

Original 80.91 88.23 2.39 33.25 10,570 65.72 75.97 2.39 33.25 10,570
AddSent* 57.78 64.58 2.47 33.98 3,560 40.87 49.19 2.47 33.98 3,560
TextFooler 67.18 78.18 2.95 44.84 7,919 42.65 56.96 2.56 37.95 7,228
T3 71.63 78.86 3.48 44.45 9,622 52.74 61.69 4.44 44.20 9,681
OURS 40.06 50.87 2.98 41.15 9,559 37.96 49.44 2.89 41.08 9,606

SQuAD
2.0

Original 79.06 87.38 2.29 32.27 5,928 67.41 77.74 2.29 32.27 5,928
TextFooler 64.95 77.04 2.76 43.23 4,488 43.91 58.30 2.43 37.55 4,001
T3 69.99 78.06 3.60 42.69 5,506 54.17 63.67 4.30 44.20 5,509
OURS 42.29 54.69 2.81 42.23 5,386 39.10 51.34 2.69 42.66 5,404

NewsQA

Original 51.57 65.57 1.98 22.50 4,212 43.99 57.64 1.98 22.50 4,212
TextFooler 43.31 58.34 2.14 24.33 3,727 32.03 46.69 2.11 23.92 3,662
T3 39.54 53.49 2.33 22.86 3,865 39.21 51.89 2.56 22.99 3,775
OURS 39.62 53.46 2.16 22.86 2,860 33.76 47.23 2.19 22.83 2,903

NQ

Original 67.39 79.28 20.48 49.74 12,836 56.77 68.83 20.48 49.74 12,836
TextFooler 48.31 63.08 20.46 49.02 7,158 39.65 53.91 20.50 47.31 7,111
T3 60.06 71.20 20.93 60.90 10,439 41.98 52.27 20.72 65.61 10,460
OURS 43.23 55.32 20.42 44.30 8,809 37.86 49.56 20.58 43.25 8,955

Table 2: Main results on 4 QA datasets. Best results are bold. Num is the sample number of a dataset or generated
from the whole dataset by a method. ↓ represents that the lower the better. *: annotated by human.

Attack. Given a dataset, we firstly train each vic-412

tim model on its training set to get a trained model413

which achieves satisfactory performance on its dev414

set. The trained model is then used as a victim415

model F (·) and we perform an adversarial attack416

using all samples from the whole dev set. We use417

a beam size M = 5 for TASA. More details are418

provided in Appendix A.2.419

Baselines. We consider the following 2 strong420

baselines besides the original dev set (Original).421

• TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020): A general token-422

level attack method using synonyms derived from423

counter-fitting word embeddings. We directly ap-424

ply it to the context c to make perturbations and use425

the model’s prediction Fa(·) on the gold answer to426

determine whether to stop attacking.427

• T3 (Wang et al., 2020): A tree-autoencoder-428

based method to obtain perturbed sentences for at-429

tacking. It can be directly applied to QA by adding430

a distracting sentence to the context. We use it in a431

black-box manner and under the targeted config.432

Besides, we also include human-annotated433

AddSent (Jia and Liang, 2017) data for SQuAD434

1.1 dataset, as they share the same contexts.435

Evaluation metrics. Following the previous436

works (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2020; Li437

et al., 2021), we evaluate our attack methods using438

the following metrics: 1) EM, the exact match ratio439

of predicted answers; 2) F1, the F1 score between440

the predicted answer and the gold answer. Lower441

values of them means a better attack success rate; 3)442

Grammar error (GErr), the grammatical errors443

number in contexts of all samples given by Lan- 444

guageTool1 following (Zang et al., 2020), we use 445

the average per 100 tokens due to different context 446

lengths; 4) PPL, the average perplexity of all con- 447

texts given by a small sized GPT2 model (Radford 448

et al., 2019) to measure the fluency of texts (Kann 449

et al., 2018). Lower values of later two values 450

indicate a better textual quality. 451

4.1 Main Results 452

The main experimental results are summarized in 453

Table 2. TASA achieves the overall best perfor- 454

mance among all methods. In particular, it shows 455

the best attack success performance than others 456

on three 3 datasets, and comparable best results 457

on the NewsQA dataset. At the same time, TASA 458

also has a high efficiency of transforming as many 459

as possible original samples into valid adversarial 460

samples as illustrated in Num, which is better than 461

TextFooler. In terms of the quality of generated con- 462

texts, TASA overall achieves the best performance 463

on PPL and comparable best results on GErr. 464

TextFooler usually has the lowest GErr, because 465

it is a pure token-level method that generates fewer 466

sentence-level unnatural errors during attacking. 467

While T3 always results in distracting sentences 468

that are meaningless without a complete syntactic 469

structure, resulting in the highest GErr and PPL. 470

TASA fulfills attacking on both toke and sentence 471

level, avoiding significant textual quality loss. 472

We also noticed that TASA is even better on at- 473

1https://languagetool.org/
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Methods TextFooler T3 TASA

Answer preservation 79.9±4.5 85.9±3.3 79.1±4.7
Avg. quality rank 1.52±0.06 2.64±0.07 1.83±0.06

Table 3: Human evaluation results on SQuAD 1.1 (An-
swer preservation in percentage). ± indicates the confi-
dence intervals with a 95% confidence level.

Modules EM↓ F1↓ GErr↓ PPL↓ Num

TASA 40.06 50.87 2.98 41.15 9,559

w/o remove coref. 39.95 50.39 2.96 41.13 9,374
w/o GAS 59.63 70.91 2.73 35.89 8,709
w/o DAS 54.13 67.68 3.03 53.39 5,646

w/o importance 41.44 52.32 3.01 41.94 9,564
w/o quality 38.70 49.18 3.36 44.46 9,654
Only use WordNet 43.19 54.12 3.00 41.15 9,262
Only use PPDB 45.08 56.35 2.91 37.19 9,482

w/o edit answer 57.63 68.91 2.86 37.00 9,559
Only NEs 40.79 51.88 3.10 42.95 8,822
Only nouns 43.95 55.45 3.34 45.46 7,426

Table 4: Results of TASA ablation studies on SQuAD
1.1 dataset using BERT as the victim model.

tack success than AddSent, who collects adversar-474

ial samples by adding human-annotated distracting475

sentence. Despite having a better textual quality,476

AddSent does not consider the keyword matching477

pitfall of models which limited its effectiveness.478

Human evaluation. We randomly sample 150 sets479

of adversarial samples, each containing 3 samples480

generated by TextFooler, T3 and TASA originated481

from the same sample in SQuAD 1.1 using BERT482

as the victim model. Each set is evaluated by non-483

expert annotators in two aspects: (1) Answer preser-484

vation , whether the gold answer of a sample re-485

mains unchanged; (2) Textual quality, ranking the486

quality of the context based on the fluency and487

grammaticality. Totally 63 annotators are involved.488

Results in Table 3 shows that TASA has equiva-489

lent label preservation as Textfooler, and both of490

them are weaker than T3 as it does not change491

answer sentences so the gold answers are always492

preserved. The textual quality of TASA is slightly493

lower than TextFooler as it includes both token-494

level and sentence-level modifications, while signif-495

icantly better than purely sentence-level T3. Some496

adversarial cases are provided in Appendix C.497

4.2 Ablation Studies498

We verify the effectiveness of each key module499

by removing it from TASA: (1) w/o remove coref.:500

without removing coreferences; (2) w/o PAS: with-501

out perturbing answer sentence; (3) w/o DAS: with-502

out adding distracting answer sentence (DAS). Up-503

per part in Table 4 proves their contributions. Re-504
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Figure 3: The EM, F1 and quantities of adversarial sam-
ples using different beam size on BERT and BiDAF.

moving coreferences slightly benefits the quantity 505

of suitable samples for attacking. Both PAS and 506

DAS make vital contributions to the final attack ef- 507

ficiency, as well as number of adversarial samples. 508

We then do ablations on PAS, including: (1) w/o 509

importance: without ranking keywords and edit 510

them randomly; (2) w/o quality: without filtering 511

using quality index Un; (3) Only use WordNet as 512

the synonym source; and (4) Only use PPDB as 513

the synonym source. w/o importance slightly lower 514

the overall performance. Despite w/o quality can 515

promote the attack success rate, it introduces ex- 516

tra quality degeneration. Besides, more synonym 517

sources means a larger search space, so we intro- 518

duce both WordNet and PPDB into TASA. 519

Ablations on DAS is finally considered, (1) w/o 520

pseudo answer: do not change answers in DAS; (2) 521

Only NE: only edit named entities; and (3) Only 522

nouns: only edit nouns to get DAS. The significant 523

drop on w/o pseudo answer illustrates that chang- 524

ing the original answer is crucial for TASA, which 525

also proves DAS can draw models’ attention and 526

misguide them. More types of editing candidates, 527

including both NE and nouns, also benefit the at- 528

tack effectiveness and generated sample quantity. 529

4.3 More Analysis 530

Effect of beam size. We vary beam size to investi- 531

gate its impact on the overall performance. Figure 3 532

reports the corresponding EM, F1 and quantities 533

of generated adversarial samples. Clearly, a larger 534

beam size leads to better performance and more 535

diverse adversarial samples. Naturally, the larger 536

the beam size, the slower the speed. We use M = 5 537

for trading off performance and efficiency (limited 538

performance gains from beam sizes larger than 5). 539

Shift to the pseudo answers. Since DAS aims to 540

misguide the attention from models to them, and 541

we expect models to output the pseudo answers 542

contained in DASs. Table 5 shows the F1 scores 543

between the predicted answers and the pseudo an- 544

swers on all adversarial samples that have a DAS 545

from 4 datasets using two base models. The results 546
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Datasets SQuAD 1.1 SQuAD 2.0 NewsQA NQ

BERT 39.19 33.49 20.95 36.22
BiDAF 26.34 25.37 16.69 29.43

Table 5: F1 score between predicted answers and
pseudo answers from different adversarial datasets.

demonstrate that victim models make nearly all547

wrong predictions on pseudo answers, except sam-548

ples that cannot get the correct answers even using549

the original data, confirming the effect of DASs.550

Adversarial training. To verify the effective-551

ness of TASA in improving the robustness of QA552

models, we randomly replace training samples in553

SQuAD 1.1 with corresponding adversarial sam-554

ples generated by TASA in various ratios and then555

fine-tune a BERT model on the new training data.556

The performance on the original dev set, the adver-557

sarial dev set by TASA, and AddSent data, using558

models fine-tuned on different ratios, is shown in559

Figure 4. With a suitable mixture ratio, adversarial560

samples from TASA can make models more robust561

under adversarial attacks without significant perfor-562

mance loss on the original data. Interestingly, this563

defense capability can also be transferable to other564

adversarial data, e.g. AddSent.565

5 Related Work566

Question answering. Extractive QA is the most567

common QA task, where the answer is a text span568

in the context. Various datasets have been proposed,569

such as SQuAD 1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and570

2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018), NewsQA (Trischler571

et al., 2017), TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017), and Nat-572

uralQuestions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). These573

datasets motivate more works on QA models,574

e.g., end2end models like BiDAF, R-Net, and575

QANet (Seo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Yu576

et al., 2018). Pre-trained models become common577

approaches recently, such as BERT, RoBerta, and578

SpanBert (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Joshi579

et al., 2020). They realize remarkable promotions580

bnefited from huge corpora. Nevertheless, there are581

more concerns (Sinha et al., 2021; Ettinger, 2020;582

Wallace et al., 2019a) whether models can really583

capture contextual information rather than using584

token-level knowledge simply.585

Textual adversarial attack. Textual adversarial586

attack has been widely investigated in general tasks587

like text classification and natural language infer-588

ence (NLI). Some works generate misspelled to-589

kens in character level to attack models (Liang590

et al., 2018; Ebrahimi et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019),591
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90
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EM
F1
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40
45
50
55
60
65
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60mix ratio / %
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80 AddSent attack samples
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Figure 4: The performance of BERT fine-tuned on the
original SQuAD 1.1 data mixed with adversarial sam-
ples from TASA in different ratios (%), evaluated on
original dev samples, adversarial samples from TASA
and AddSent. We expect a slight influence on original
samples, while promotions on the later two sets.

but they are easy to be defended (Pruthi et al., 2019; 592

Jones et al., 2020). More studies use more sophisti- 593

cated toke-level (Ren et al., 2019; Jin et al., 2020; 594

Alzantot et al., 2018; Zang et al., 2020; Li et al., 595

2021) or phrase/sentence-level perturbations (Iyyer 596

et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021), with some strategies 597

to guarantee the text meaning. However, none of 598

them shows their effectiveness on QA tasks. 599

There are efforts on attacking QA models. 600

AddSent (Jia and Liang, 2017) is an adversarial 601

QA dataset where a distracting sentence is added 602

by annotators. Wallace et al. propose a human-in- 603

loop method where annotators need to interact with 604

models and fool it. Despite showing their effec- 605

tiveness, these approaches are not extensible and 606

limited in scale. There are also automatic methods. 607

T3 (Wang et al., 2020) utilizes a Tree LSTM to 608

obtain a distracting sentence based on the skele- 609

ton of the question. Universal Trigger (Wallace 610

et al., 2019a) uses gradient-guided search to find 611

out input-agnostic text that can mislead models for 612

a specific question type. Our TASA differs from 613

them as it bridges context and question to attack 614

more efficiently and suits more general conditions. 615

6 Conclusion 616

We present TASA, an automatic attack method to 617

produce adversarial context for QA models. It 618

generates twin answer sentences to fool QA mod- 619

els and misguides them to an incorrect answer by 620

leveraging their pitfall on keyword matching. It 621

first replaces the keywords of answer sentence with 622

synonyms. It then adds a distracting answer sen- 623

tence (DAS) modified from the answer sentence by 624

changing the subjects or objects associated with the 625

answer. In experiments, TASA achieves remark- 626

able attack performance on four datasets and two 627

victim models. We will investigate attacks perturb- 628

ing both the context and question in the future. 629
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A Implementation Details822

A.1 Training Victim Models823

BERT We use the huggingface-transformers2 to824

implement the model and the bert base uncased825

version of BERT model3 to initialize the model826

weights. It contains 12 layers with a hidden size of827

768. A linear layer is added to predict the start and828

end positions of the answer span.829

During fine-tuning BERT on different QA830

dataset, we set the maximum input sequence length831

as 384, using an Adam optimizer whose initial832

learning rate 6.25e−5 with the batch size 32. The833

epoch number is 3 and the final model after all834

epochs will be saved as the victim model.835

BiDAF We use the model implementation pro-836

vided by AllenNLP4. The 6B 100d version of837

GLoVe (Pennington et al., 2014) is used to ini-838

tialize the token embedding layer of BiDAF.839

During training, we set the maximum input con-840

text length as 800, using an Adam optimizer with841

initial learning rate 1e-3 and batch size 40 to train842

BiDAF for 20 epochs. All other settings are in843

default. We will save the model with the best per-844

formance on the dev set as the victim model.845

A.2 TASA846

Remove coreferences We use NeuralCoref5 com-847

bined with SpaCy6 to find out the coreferences in848

contexts.849

Perturbation on answer sentences The lemmas850

and POS tags of different are obtained via SpaCy.851

The POS tag set K used to get keywords includes852

"VERB", "NOUN", "ADJ", "ADV". When perturb-853

ing a token with its synonyms, we use pyinflect7 to854

recover the lemmas of replacements into the same855

inflections of the original token.856

Adding distracting answer sentences We con-857

struct a NER dictionary and a word dictionary858

(except named entities) for each target dataset by859

parsing all contexts in both the train and dev sets860

via SpaCy. During generating DAS or changing861

answers in DAS, we randomly sample named enti-862

ties with the same NER tag or words with the same863

POS tag from the dictionaries we built before. Each864

time, we sample N = 20 from them and ensure865

2https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
3https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
4https://github.com/allenai/allennlp
5https://github.com/huggingface/neuralcoref
6https://spacy.io
7https://spacy.io/universe/project/pyinflect/

Hyperparameters Value

effect score threshold TE 0.2
quality score threshold TU -2
beam search size M 5
random sampling size for DAS N 20

Table 6: Values of hyperparameters used in TASA.

there is no overlap with the original entity/token 866

we want to replace. Pyinflect is also used during 867

replacement. 868

Beam Search During beam search, we apply an 869

early-stop strategy on the filtered results after each 870

time of a search. We also restrict the maximum 871

perturbation number to 5 for both PAS and DAS. 872

If one of the following 3 criteria is satisfied: 1) 873

the minimum effect score En among them satis- 874

fies min(En) ≥ TE , where TE is a threshold and 875

TE = 0.2; 2) all possible token/entities have been 876

replaced; 3) the perturbation time exceeds our re- 877

striction, the beam search will stop, and the final 878

M sentences will proceed to the next step. 879

Quality filtering During filtering, we use the offi- 880

cial USE model8 to get USE similarity and a small 881

size GPT2 model9 to get the PPL. 882

Answer justification model FJ We use a base 883

RoBerta model fine-tuned on the original SQuAD 884

2.0 dataset10 as FJ for both SQuAD 1.1 and 885

SQuAD 2.0, because these two datasets share the 886

same corpus and model trained on SQuAD 2.0 has 887

the capability to predict whether a question is an- 888

swerable. If the model outputs the highest answer 889

possibility on the special “<s>” token at the begin- 890

ing of input, then the current sample is regarded 891

as unanswerable. For the rest two datasets, we 892

use other Roberta models fine-tuned on the corre- 893

sponding training set along with negative samples 894

(unanswerable samples) in the same size as the 895

original training set. I.e. each negative sample has 896

a question obtained by randomly sampling from the 897

whole dataset that is not belonged to the given con- 898

text, which will be labeled as "unanswerable" later. 899

We follow the same training pattern as SQuAD 900

2.0 to fine-tune the model, where the model need 901

to have the capability of both answering answer- 902

able samples and output "unanswerable" label for 903

unanswerable samples. 904

We list all hyperparameter values used by TASA 905

8https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder/4
9https://huggingface.co/gpt2

10https://huggingface.co/deepset/roberta-base-squad2
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Datasets |C| |Q| Train size Dev size

SQuAD 1.1 11 137 87,599 10,570
SQuAD 2.0 11 135 86,821 5,928
NewsQA 8 599 74,160 4,212
Natural Questions 9 153 104,071 12,836

Table 7: The statistics of 4 datasets used in our exper-
iments. |C| is the average length of context, |Q| is the
average length of question, both in token.

method in Table 6, which is obtained by empirical906

tuning. Each time attack on the whole SQuAD907

1.1 dataset takes about 10 hours using BERT as908

the victim model, or about 1 day using BiDAF909

as the victim model, both on one V100 GPU. We910

also publish our code anonymously at https://911

anonymous.4open.science/r/TASA/.912

A.3 Baselines913

TextFooler Since this method is not designed for914

QA tasks, we made some modifications to it. 1)915

We only use the context as the targeted attack text916

and mask tokens within it to get their importance917

scores; 2) in order to avoid changing the answer,918

we do not involve answer tokens as the editing919

targets; 3) we also use the prediction possibility on920

the gold answer to get the evaluation on each time921

attack and determine when to stop the attack. We922

implement our attack based on the official code and923

keep other settings as the default.924

T3 We implement is using its official code directly925

as it already contains the function to attack QA926

dataset.927

A.4 Datasets928

We provide some statistics about 4 datasets we used929

in Table 7. Note that we abandon all unanswerable930

questions from the original SQuAD 2.0 Dataset and931

only use answerable samples here, because TASA932

only targets on attacking answerable samples.933

B Additional Results934

B.1 The composition of samples generated by935

TASA936

Although we design twin sentences, PAS and DAS,937

to attack QA models, it is possible that not both938

of them are applicable for a sample. E.g., only939

PAS is applicable if there is no proper named entity940

or noun that can be edited in the answer sentence941

excluding keywords and the gold answer; or only942

DAS is applicable for a sample where no over-943

lapped keyword is found between the answer sen-944

Dataset source BERT BiDAF

SQuAD 1.1
PAS+DAS 50.2 54.4
PAS 8.9 9.3
DAS 40.9 36.3

SQuAD 2.0
PAS+DAS 47.5 51.5
PAS 7.5 7.9
DAS 45.0 40.6

NewsQA
PAS+DAS 40.8 44.0
PAS 19.9 21.1
DAS 39.3 34.9

NQ
PAS+DAS 54.1 54.9
PAS 19.5 19.9
DAS 26.4 25.2

Table 8: The composition ratios (%) of adversarial
samples generated by TASA on four datasets using
BERT or BiDAF as victim models. PAS+DAS: both
PAS and DAS are included in current sample; PAS:
only PAS is applied in current sample; DAS: only DAS
is applied in current sample.

Dataset source BERT BiDAF

EM F1 EM F1

SQuAD 1.1
PAS+DAS 22.75 32.98 26.47 36.46
PAS 51.06 63.48 37.46 50.08
DAS 58.86 70.03 55.28 68.69

SQuAD 2.0
PAS+DAS 26.13 38.00 27.30 37.95
PAS 45.70 61.04 35.53 48.50
DAS 58.81 71.27 54.72 68.83

NewsQA
PAS+DAS 28.42 41.77 24.84 38.38
PAS 30.23 43.80 25.49 39.89
DAS 46.01 60.52 39.95 52.78

NQ
PAS+DAS 33.09 45.27 32.29 44.25
PAS 47.55 62.97 43.24 57.81
DAS 60.80 70.25 53.72 62.59

Table 9: The performance of QA models on different
28.42 of adversarial samples generated by TASA, on
all 4 datasets.

tence and question. A sample where only PAS or 945

DAS is applied will also be put into the final adver- 946

sarial sample set, along with samples that both PAS 947

and DAS (PAS+DAS) are involved. We provide 948

the compositions of samples generated by TASA 949

on different datasets in Table 8. It can be found that 950

PAS+DAS compose about half of them adversar- 951

ial samples, while samples that only contain DAS 952

consist of the majority of the rest. 953

We also provide the performance of QA models 954

on different compositions on each dataset, which 955

is illustrated in Table 9. It can be found that 956

PAS+DAS has the best attack success rate among 957

all 3 kinds of compositions, while only using PAS 958

or DAS lowers the performance of models with a 959

smaller scale. It proves the necessity of combining 960

the two folds of pitfall we discussed in §2 into the 961
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adversarial attack on the QA task.962

C Qualitative Samples963

We provide some samples generated by TextFooler,964

T3 and TASA along with corresponding model965

predictions in Table 10, Table 11. We also provide966

the instruction screenshot for human evaluation in967

Figure 5 and Figure 6.968

Figure 5: Screenshot of instructions for human evalua-
tion (part1).

Figure 6: Screenshot of instructions for human evalua-
tion (part2).
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Original context Long-term active memory is acquired following infection by activation of B and T cells.
Active immunity can also be generated artificially, through vaccination. The principle behind vacci-
nation (also called immunization) is to introduce an antigen from a pathogen in order to stimulate
the immune system and develop specific immunity against that particular pathogen without causing
disease associated with that organism. This deliberate induction of an immune response is successful
because it exploits the natural specificity of the immune system, as well as its inducibility. With
infectious disease remaining one of the leading causes of death in the human population, vaccination
represents the most effective manipulation of the immune system mankind has developed.

Question By what process can active immunity be generated in an artificial manner?
Answer vaccination
TextFooler context Long-term active memory is obtaining following infection by activation of B and T cells.

Active immunity can also constitute generated mannually, through vaccination. The principle be-
hind vaccination (also called immunization) is to introduce an antigen from a pathogen in order
to stimulate the immune system and develop specific immunity against that particular pathogen
without causing disease associated with that organism. This deliberate induction of an immune
response is successful because it exploits the natural specificity of the immune system, as well as
its inducibility. With infectious disease remaining one of the leading causes of death in the human
population, vaccination represents the most effective manipulation of the immune system mankind
has developed.

Model prediction vaccination
T3 context Long-term active memory is acquired following infection by activation of B and T cells.

Active immunity can also be generated artificially, through vaccination. The principle behind vacci-
nation (also called immunization) is to introduce an antigen from a pathogen in order to stimulate
the immune system and develop specific immunity against that particular pathogen without causing
disease associated with that organism. This deliberate induction of an immune response is successful
because it exploits the natural specificity of the immune system, as well as its inducibility. With
infectious disease remaining one of the leading causes of death in the human population, vaccination
represents the most effective manipulation of the immune system mankind has developed. Active
immunity generated immunization.

Model prediction vaccination
TASA context Long-term active memory is acquired following infection by activation of B and T cells.

Alive immunity can also be produced artificially, through vaccination. The principle behind immu-
nization (also called immunization) is to introduce an antigen from a pathogen in rank to stimulate
the immune system and arise precise resistance against that particular pathogen without causing
disease associated with that organism. Thpersonify deliberate induction of an immune response
personify successful because it utilises the natural specificity of the immune system of rule, as well as
its inducibility. With infectious disease remaining one of the leading causes of death in the human
population, vaccination represents the most effective manipulation of the immune system mankind
has developed. Active irradiation can also be generated artificially, through sword - cut.

Model prediction sword - cut

Original context In 1873, Tesla returned to his birthtown, Smiljan. Shortly after he arrived, Tesla contracted cholera;
he was bedridden for nine months and was near death multiple times. Tesla’s father, in a moment
of despair, promised to send him to the best engineering school if he recovered from the illness (his
father had originally wanted him to enter the priesthood).

Question What did Tesla’s father originally want him to do?
Answer enter the priesthood
TextFooler context In 1873, Tesla returns to his birthtown, Smiljan. Shortly after he arrived, Tesla contracted cholera;

he was crippled for nine months and was near death multiple times. Tesla’s dads, in a tiempo of angst,
pledging to transmits him to the advisable engineers schooling if he recaptured from the malady (his
father had originally wanted him to enter the priesthood).

Model prediction enter the priesthood
T3 context In 1873, Tesla returned to his birthtown, Smiljan. Shortly after he arrived, Tesla contracted cholera;

he was bedridden for nine months and was near death multiple times. Tesla’s father, in a moment
of despair, promised to send him to the best engineering school if he recovered from the illness (his
father had originally wanted him to enter the priesthood). Our our father our want father to us
entering of ordained.

Model prediction enter the priesthood
TASA context In 1873, Tesla delivered to his birthtown, Smiljan. Shortly after he arrived, Tesla contracted Asiatic

cholera; he was bedridden for nine months and was near death multiple times. Tesla’s dad, in a
moment of despair, promised to send him to the best engineering school if he recovered from the
illness (his dad had in the beginning required him to enter the priesthood). The Bureau of Near
Eastern Affairs’s father, in a moment of despair, promised to send him to the best engineering school
if he recovered from the illness (his father had originally wanted him to sadden the businessman).

Model prediction sadden the businessman

Table 10: Adversarial contexts generated by TextFooler, T3, and TASA, compared to the original context on
SQuAD 1.1 using BERT as victim model, along with predicted answers by the model. Gold answer, perturbed
tokens (i,e, perturbations on answer sentence for TASA), added distracting sentences (i.e. DAS for TASA), and
wrong answers are in different colors. Underlined sentences indicate the answer sentences.
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Original context The Daily Mail newspaper reported in 2012 that the UK government’s benefits agency was checking
claimants’ "Sky TV bills to establish if a woman in receipt of benefits as a single mother is wrongly
claiming to be living alone" – as, it claimed, subscription to sports channels would betray a man’s
presence in the household. In December, the UK’s parliament heard a claim that a subscription to
BSkyB was ‘often damaging’ , along with alcohol, tobacco and gambling. Conservative MP Alec
Shelbrooke was proposing the payments of benefits and tax credits on a "Welfare Cash Card", in the
style of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, that could be used to buy only "essentials".

Question what did the UK parliment hear that a subscription to BSkyB was?
Answer often damaging
TextFooler context The Daily Mail newspapers reported in 2012 that the UK government’s benefits agency was checking

claimants’ "Sky TV bills to establish if a woman in receipt of benefits as a unaccompanied mamma
is disproportionately arguing to are residing alone" –, it asserted, syndication to sporting pipelines
would betraying a husband’s betrothal in the habitation. In December, the UK’s assemblage heard
a requisitions that a subscriber to BSkyB was ‘often damaging’, along with liquor, tobacco and
gambling. Conservative MP Alec Shelbrooke was proposing the repaying of benefits and tax credits
on a "Welfare Cash Card", in the styling of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, that
could be used to buy only "essentials".

Model prediction damaging
T3 context The Daily Mail newspaper reported in 2012 that the UK government’s benefits agency was checking

claimants’ "Sky TV bills to establish if a woman in receipt of benefits as a single mother is wrongly
claiming to be living alone" – as, it claimed, subscription to sports channels would betray a man’s
presence in the household. In December, the UK’s parliament heard a claim that a subscription to
BSkyB was ‘often damaging’, along with alcohol, tobacco and gambling. Conservative MP Alec
Shelbrooke was proposing the payments of benefits and tax credits on a "Welfare Cash Card", in the
style of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, that could be used to buy only "essentials".
The world it contained to the available than [unk] available sometimes damaged.

Model prediction often damaging
TASA context The Daily Mail newspaper reported in 2012 that the UK government’s profits agency was checking

claimants’ "Sky tv set throwaways to establish if a woman in receipt of profits as a single mother
is wrongly claiming to be living alone" – as, it claimed, subscription to gambols epithelial ducts
would betray a man’s presence in the household. In December, the UK’s parliament noticed a
claim that a subscription to BSkyB was ‘often damaging’, along with alcohol, tobacco and gambling.
Conservative MP Alec Shelbrooke was popping the questioning the requitals of dos goods and tax
credits on a "Welfare Cash Card", in the style of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, that
could be used to buy only "essentials". In December, the Bhinmal’s parliament heard a claim that a
subscription to BSkyB was ‘meticulously ionateing’, along with alcohol, tobacco and gambling.

Model prediction meticulously ionateing

Original context On May 21, 2013, NFL owners at their spring meetings in Boston voted and awarded the game to
Levi’s Stadium. The $1.2 billion stadium opened in 2014. It is the first Super Bowl held in the San
Francisco Bay Area since Super Bowl XIX in 1985, and the first in California since Super Bowl
XXXVII took place in San Diego in 2003.

Question When did Levi’s stadium open to the public?
Answer 2014
TextFooler context On May 21, 2013, NFL owners at their spring meetings in Boston voted and awarded the game to

Levi’s Stadium. The $1.2 trillion stadium opened in 2014. It is the first Super Bowl held in the San
Francisco Bay Area since Super Bowl XIX in 1985, and the first in California since Super Bowl
XXXVII took place in San Diego in 2003.

Model prediction May 21, 2013
T3 context On May 21, 2013, NFL owners at their spring meetings in Boston voted and awarded the game to

Levi’s Stadium. The $1.2 billion stadium opened in 2014. It is the first Super Bowl held in the San
Francisco Bay Area since Super Bowl XIX in 1985, and the first in California since Super Bowl
XXXVII took place in San Diego in 2003. By by got to to these and 2012.

Model prediction 2014
TASA context On May 21, 2013, NFL possessors at their spring runs across in Boston balloted and awarded the

game to Levi’s Stadium. The $1.2 billion stadium opened in 2014. It is the first Super Bowl held in
the San Francisco Bay Area since Super Bowl XIX in 1985, and the first in California since Super
Bowl XXXVII took place in San Diego in 2003. The $1.2 billion door opened in 2 June 2013.

Model prediction May 21, 2013

Table 11: Adversarial contexts generated by TextFooler, T3, and TASA, compared to the original context on
SQuAD 1.1 using BERT as victim model, along with predicted answers by the model. Gold answer, perturbed
tokens (i,e, perturbations on answer sentence for TASA), added distracting sentences (i.e. DAS for TASA), and
wrong answers are in different colors. Underlined sentences indicate the answer sentences.
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